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IDAHO (IIIMLCAL PROCKSSI NG PLANT

IKATNINU l'l;<u;i!AM

The Id.ihc Chemical t'looossini; riant recovers highly enriched uranium

from a variety of reactor fueLs. The plnnt is owned by the Atomic Energy

Commission and represents an investment in facilities of nearly $200 million.

The CPP is located approximately 50 miles west of Idaho Falls, at the

Idaho National Engineering I'Moratory and is operated under contract by

Allied Chemical Corporation

The ICPP is a complex plant with processes for dissolution of aluminum,

zirconium, and stainless steel fuel elements, separation of the uranium

from the fission products in these fuels, cleanup of the effluents generated,

and calcination of the liquid waste. The operating crews are not large

enough to operate all of the plant at one time. It is necessary to operate

one segment of the plant, hut that ^ ^ down, and use the same operators

to start up and operate another segment. Therefore, the operating personnel

must be versatile and well trained in several processes to utilize them

efficiently and safely. Ihe operators are represented by a labor union

and there are three job classifications - operator helper, operator, and

senior operator. Operator helpers ate cbi.3i.ned as needed from a central

labor pool and no screeni-s; i.»«?t.s are used for new hires starting at the

plant.

To assure that well trained personnel are available to carry on the many

complex operations in the plant, a comprehensive training program was



developed and 'mplemented. AKC directives at the time the training pro-

gram was initiated eatly in 1 'J70, had very few references to training i

requirements for a fuel reprocessing plant. However, later communications

directed us to meet the requirements of ANSI N 18.1, IAD 8401-6, Wash 1094, i

s
and other documents written specifically for training of power reactor •

personnel and licensing of privately owned fuel reprocessing plant i

personnel. '

Since an operator's job assignment at CPP changes according to the segment \

of the plant being operated, it is difficult to certify him for a particular

position. Therefore, it is necessary to train the operator and certify
j

his. ability to operate a certain process. Plant operations are divided j

into ten process areas. Training consists of class room instruction, study ;

of hand-out material, and job performance for each process area. A check j

list is prepared for each job iunc1'on in a process area. The operator :

helper demonstrates his proficiency to perform a particular job to the
t '.

satisfaction of an experienced operator and to his supervisor. A written j

test is then completed on che check list to determine the operator's

understanding of the process- Following completion of all check lists

and check list tests for a process area, the operator completes an

examination over the entire process area. A grade of 80% is required on

the check list tests and 70% on the area examination. He must also have

sufficient work experience in the area and, following an oral review and

questioning, recommendation from the shift supervisor. The completed check

lists and tests are then reviewed by a Training and Certification Committee.

If each member is satisfied as to the work completed, he signs the certi-

fication document which is valid for a period*of two years. Recertification

consists of a process review, familiarity with any equipment modifications,
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and a written examination c- i Lhe inocr'w nrea.

Only certified opt-r" ->rs may be asuii'ivd the responsibility of a pro-

cess operation, so eacli crew must have certifications in several areas

to efficiently carry out job assignments. As an incentive for the

operators to complete eort il it-.it ion in the process areas, certification

is tied to promotion and hence to saLary. Prior to implementation, the

program was discussed with, and ngrord upon, by the bargining unit. Com-

pletion of cert ificaf " • in tour process areas makes an operator helper

eligible for promotion to operator. For promotion the helper must complete

a written test, an oral examination conducted by the Training and Certi-

fication Committee and a walk-through examination covering practical plant

operation, administered by the plant manager. A gr- ie of 70% is required

on each test. If the tests are passed successfully, the helper is promoted

to operator based on qualification and regardless of job opening. Operators

with more seniority may be bvuassed if a iunior man qualifies first. Pro-

motion from operator to senior operator is based on certification in seven

process areas. The operator tikes a written test for promotion, an oral

examination by the Training and Certification Committee, and a walk-through

examination administered by the flant manager. If he passes all tests he
i

is promoted to senior opera* or. j

j

A similar program is in effert for Training and Certification of Health '

Physics Technician- ind anet '<••• Is i preparation for Training of Maintenance ,

Personnel.

The Operations foremen and supervisors must certify for these positions. ••

A check list is provided them for itenif; wi'h which they must be knowledgeable, •



Following sufficient Instruction, sliulv, and supervised operating experience,

written and oral examiM.it ions aro conducted to determine if the supervisor

has sufficient knowledge of pl-int pioredure and operation. A grade of

80% is required for shift supervisors and 70% for roreman. This certi-

fication must be renewed every fun yeats.

The training and certification program has accomplished its purpose of

providing well trained an-' < nnvledgenlile operating personnel at the ICPP.
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OPERATOR TRAINING AT TIE IDAHO CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT

INTRODUCTION

Plant Description and Mission

The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) safely recovers highly en-

riched uranium from a variety of reactor fuels and stores the radioactive

wastes generated. The ICPP is located at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (INEL) about 50 miles west of Idaho Falls. The plant is owned

by the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and is oper-

ated under contract to ERDA by Allied Chemical Corporation. It represents

an investment in facilities of approximately $185 million and employs about

480 people. The ICPF is presently in a period of rapid expansion, with

construction in progress for several new processes. The building layout

is shown in Figure 1. Among the processes carried out are:

1. Fuel handling and storage of spent reactor fuels in underwater and

dry storage facilities.

2. Dissolution of aluminum, zirconium, and stainless steel fuel elements.

(A future facility will permit the processing of graphite fuels.)

3. Extraction and separation of uranium from fission products.

4. Recovery of neptunium from aqueous raffinates.

5. Denitration of product solution to convert the uranium to granular

uranium oxide.

6. Recovery of radioactive krypton and xenon and treatment of effluent

gases.

7. Concentration of low-level radioactive liquid wastes and storage of

intermediate and high-level wastes.

8. Calcination and storage of high-level liquid waste to a solid form.

9. Analytical and maintenance support facilities.

10. Research and pilot plant development to Improve existing processes

and develop new ones.

The fuel processes conducted at ICPP are shown in Figure 2*
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To operate the plant efficiently with a wide variety of fuel processes

and a short turn-around time between processes requires highly trained oper-

ar.ing crews. The operating crews consist of three operator job classifica-

tions — operator helper, operator, and senior operator. The operators are

represented by the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union.

History of ICPP Training

Classroom and on-the-job training has been conducted for the operating

crews at ICPP since the beginning of plant operation in 1952. In the ensuing

years, further emphasis was placed on developing a high-quality operating

staff to meet the increasingly stringent operating requirements. Early in

1970, ic became evident that a formal training program was essential to meet

and document all the training requirements then in effect, and such a program

vas developed and implemented.

ICFP TRAINING PROGRAM

Objectives

ICPP has only a small staff of operators to conduct all phases of the

various complex processes. The crews are not large enough to operate all

portions of the plant simultaneously, and it is necessary to conduct seg-

mented operations. For example, dissolution and first-cycle extraction

operations may be carried on until the intercycle storage vessels are

filled. Dissolution and first-cycle extraction are thea shut down and the

same crews used to operate second- and third-cycle extraction and denitra-

tlon until the storage vessels are emptied and dissolution operations can

be resumed. In addition to being able to start up and operate the various

processes, the operators must also be capable of trouble-shooting and of

detecting impending operating problems.

Regulations and Requirements

The four operating crew3 are made up of a shift supervisor, two shift

foremen, and about eleven process operators. Operators are assigned to



whichever operations are in progress. The fuel-processing schedule may result

in intermittent operation of several different processes with, possibly, con-

siderable downtime between certain operations for decontamination and mainte-

nance. The-operators must be able to operate any of the processes, and only

operators who have formally certified in a process area are permitted to

operate that process.

When job openings occur for operator helpers, the positions are filled

by bid from the labor pool. No screening by written tests or other means is

permitted for operator helpers starting at ICPP; however, graduation from high

school is a requirment for hire to the labor pool. Generally, the new helper

has had no previous industrial or chemical experience. The operator serves

& 90-day probationary period after arrival at ICPP. If he is not capable of

performing the required job assignments, he can be transferred back to the

yard pool. In practice, it is difficult to fully assess the operator's

capabilities in this 90-day period.

The small size of the operating crews and the many process operations

require the operator to be knowledgeable and well-trained to operate the plant

safely and efficiently. Because the ICPP is owned by ERDA, the operators are

not included under Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensing requirements; how-

ever, company management and ERDA directives require only qualified operators

be assigned operational responsibility. ERDA directives also require the ICPP

to meet requirements comparable with those for privately owned plants, and

the training program was developed to meet these requirements.

Training Methods

Training consists of classroom instruction and on-the-job training cul-

minating in process certification. During a recent crew expansion, sixteen

operators were hired simultaneously. These operators attended a total of twelve

weeks of instruction, segmented into three weeks of classroom work, three weeks

of shift assignment, two weeks of classroom instruction, three weeks of shift

assignment, and one final week of classroom work, and then were permanently

assigned to an operating crew. The classroom work consisted of lectures, demon-

strations, plant tours, workshops, and simulator training, as shown in Table 1.

The supervised shift assignments are shown in Figure 3.



Table 1. Classroom Instruction

1, Background Information (one week)

&. Purpose of ICPP, function of other 1NEL installations, function

of other ERDA sites. ICFP SE&S. sad bi\ildli.z j.ay&ut.

b. Company and shift organization. Plant regulations, operating

procedures, pro.rotion requirements.

c. Chemistry review.

d. Drawing symbols, flowsheets, radiological review.

e. Films, tours, demonstrations, workshops. Testing over material

reviewed.

2. General Plant Operation (one ueek)

a. Chemistry review - chemical processes, chemical makeups.

b. Hath review, plant instrumentation.

e. Sampling procedures, plant equipment.

d. Process review, radiological review.

e. Tours, demonstrations, workshops. Testing over material discussed.

3. Process Operations (one week)

a. Fuel dissolution, extraction, denitration, waste diversion system.

b. Off-gas systems. Instrumentation.

c. Waste calcination, equipment, operation and procedures.

d. Radiological safety review, waste management.

e. Simulator operation, tours, demonstrations. Testing over material

discussed.

Classroom sessions were held for about four hours a day, with the remaining

time spent on tours and demonstrations. The second and third classroom sessions

covered plant operations discussed previously but in greater detail.



Figure 3. Supervised Shift Assignments

1. Transfer solution and properly vent steam jet.

2. Code sample bottles, pull samples, and complete forms.

3* Calculate tank volume.

4. Sample, transfer, and record data for waste tanks.

5. Start up and operate waste evaporator.

6. Assist in decontamination and boxing of hot waste.

7. Unload and store fuel shipment in storage basin.

8. Start up and operate uranium-salvage and solvent-treatment equipment.

9. Maintain waste calciner data sheets.

Operator evt\'uation by shift supervisor at completion of assignment.



Certification and Recertification

All" operations carried on at ICPP are divided into ten process areas

included in the following:

1. General plant operation

2. Fafcl and chemical storage

3. Dissolution and head-end processes

4. Extraction processes

5. Waste handling and treatment

Check lists are prepared describing the functions carried on for each

process. A typical -heck list is shown in Figure 4. The operator completes

each item on the check list to the satisfaction of another operator and his

supervisor. Following completion of the check list, he takes a written test

over the items performed to determine if he understands sufficiently the mate-

rial involved. A chart is maintained showing the certification status of each

operator. After completion of all check lists and tests, the operator takes

a comprehensive examination over the entire process area. A grade of 80 per

cent is required on the check-list tests and 70 per cent on the area examina-

tion. . The operator is reviewed by the shift supervisor and must have the

supervisor's recommendation as possessing sufficient knowledge and experience

to be certified in this particular process.

A minimum number of hours worked in a process is required for certifica-

tion in each area. The time worked on a process is determined from a weekly

work-experieace record submitted by the shift foreman for each operator. The

completed check lists, tests, and supervisor's recommendation are reviewed by

the Training and Certification Committee. If each member is satisfied that

the requirements have been met, he signs the process certification.

The Committee for certification is made up of the following members:

1. Operations Manager

2. Assistant to the Operations Manager

3. Chief Production Engineer

4. Health Physics Supervisor

5. Training Director

* The operator's supervisor is not a member of the review board.



DATE Figure 4. Typical Check List NAME

FUEL CHARGING AND CRITICALITY C0NTP.1L

ZIRCONIUM DISSOLUTION

Check List

I have read the following before starting the check-off list: SOP's 4.5.0, Initials:

A.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.5, 4.5.6, 4.5.7, 4.5.13, 4.5.14, 4.10.0, 4.10.1,

4.10.2, 4.10.3, 4.10.4; and PPM 6.05 —

1. With the dissolver empty, transfer charging water from E~106 to E-101, venting and purging
the jets after transfer. Explain reasons for adding charging water to the dissolver.

2r Determine from criticality sheet and charging record which buckets of fuel are to be
charged to the dissolver. Describe the types of zirconium fuel pieces charged to E-101.

3. Explain precautions and requirements before slug chute is opened. Open the slug chute
slide valve, position the charger, and drop the fuel to E-101.

4. Sample the charging water in E-101. Jet the charging water from E-101 back to E-106,
purging the jets after use. Calculate the volume of charging water left in E-101. Make
up incremental charging water, sample, and, when transfer is approved, add it to E-106.

5. Explain function of the neutron detectors in PM-180 and how to place these instruments
in service prior to starting a dissolution.

6. Explain the limitations on E-101 regarding boron in charging water, weight of uranium
and total metal charged, dissolvent makeup and closed loop coolant. Discuss criticality
limitations for the other process vessels.

7. Explain what determines the point at which a heel cleanout becomes necessary in E-101,
and how it is made.

Rev. 1-25-74

Certified
Operator

r

•

Certified
Supervise



The certification issued to the operator is valid for two years. Recerti-

fication at the end of this per.iod requires the supervisor's recommendation and

a written examination over the process area. The training and certification

requirements were agreed upon by the bargaining unit prior to implementing, and

certification is tied into promotion. An operator helper is required to start

working toward certification as soon as he has sufficient operating experience.

Operators and senior operators are expected to maintain certification in several

process areas. The present union contract provides for demotion to the yard

pool of an operator helper who has not completed certification in four process

areas at the end of three years. Steps for certification and recertification

are shown in Figure 5.

Progression and Incentives

After an operator helper completes certification in four process areas,

he is eligible for promotion to operator. Upon completion of certification in

seven processes, an operator is eligible for promotion to senior operator. Each

operator must be certified in general plant operation and either a dissolution

or an extraction process. The other areas are chosen by agreement between the

operator and the shift supervisor, and depend on the areas needed for job assign-

ments on that crew. For promotion, the operator helper, or operator, must have

completed a minimum of two years in grade, be recommended by his supervisor, and

pass a written examination. He must also pass an oral examination administered

by the Training and Certification Committee. A union representative is a member

of this Committee when an oral examination is being conducted. The operator must

also successfully complete a walk-through examination conducted by the Operations

Manager. A grade of 70 per cent is required on each test. Following completion

of all tests, the operator is promoted to the next grade, based on qualification

and regardless of job openings. The steps for progression are shown in Figure 6.

Promotion thus serves as an incentive for an operator to complete certifi-

cation in the process areas. The pay increase from helper to operator is about

$90 a month, and from operator to senior operator about $75 a month.

An operator who is promoted bypasses other operators on the seniority roster.

An operator so bypassed has one year in which, if he is also promoted, he can

retain his relative seniority. If he is not promoted in this length of time, he

loses his seniority position for this job classification.



Operator or
Senior Operator

r
Oral and walk-through

examinations

r
Written examination

r
Review and recommendation

by Shift Supervisorr
Complete necessary process certifications

r
Two years in grade

Operator Helper

Operator

Figure 6. Requirements for Promotion



Certification re-iss«.ed

RECERTIFICATION

Certification
issued

Review of records by
Training and Certifi-

cation Committee

CERTIFICATION

Review and recommendation
by Shift Supervisor

Pass examination over entire
process area

Work required number of hours on the process

Satisfactorily complete the check list and check-list
test for each part of a process operation

Operator Helper

Operator

Senior Operator

Figure 5. Requirements Cor Certification
•nd Rcccrcificatlon



Coverage

In addition to the training and certification of process operators, similar

programs are in effect for utility operators, shift foremen and supervisors, and

health physics technicians; and one is now in preparation for maintenance person-

nel. About 90 to 100 employees are included in the certification requirements.

In addition, training and qualification is required for loaders and originators

of radioactive shipments, handlers of alpha materials, and those in other sensi-

tive operations. Technical classes are also scheduled for professional employees.

SUMMARY

A promotion program based on qualification provides the company with certi-

fied operators for more efficient job assignments and permits the more capable

operators to advance to a higher job classification. Operators having less abil-

ity or interest can be bypassed and promotions are no longer based on seniority.

About fifteen operators have been promoted as a result of this training program.

The certification program documents the training each operator has received

and has upgraded the performance of the operating crews. This training and docu-

mentation has met the purpose and intent of ERDA directives.

While it is possible for all operators to advance to senior operator, it

is usually the more capable operators who have worked toward and received the

promotions. At the start of the program, it was not known whether the operators

would cooperate or would refuse to complete the certification requirements; how-

ever, in most cases, the operators have met the certification requirements for

their job. classification. An agreement was made with the union, at the start of

the program, not to demote any senior operator who failed to meet the requirements

of operators who would be promoted to that position. The senior operators have met

these standards, with some of them becoming certified in all process areas.

It was previously required for a shift supervisor, and usually the shift fore-

man, to have a college degree. Since the implementation of this program, some

operators, of demonstrated ability, have been promoted to foreman and shift super-

visor positions.
*

Problems that have arisen since the training program has been in effect are
shown in Table 2.



Table 2, Training Problems Encountered

Problem

1. Additional study material designed
specifically for operator level
needed for operator certification.

2. Define level of knowledge required
on check lists and tests.

3. Operators reluctant to certify and
recertify in process areas beyond
those required for promotion.

4, Some check lists do not reflect cor-
rect Standard Operating Procedures
and current operating conditions.

5. Large number of check lists and
check-list tests required for
certification.

6. Considerable time involved in
correcting tests.

7. Not enough certified operators to
operate the plant efficiently.

8. Not enough certifications in cer-
tain process areas.

Test for promotion should not in-
clude questions from all process
areas, but only those areas in
which the operator has completed
certification.

Solution

Training manuals in preparation con-
taining detailed information on plant
operation.

Knowledge for certification must be
greater than the minimum needed to
perform the job, but less than that
required at the foreman level.

Panel board operation and other de-
sirable assignments made to certified
operators. Sampling and less desir-
able assignments made to non-certified
operators.

Check lists and tests being revised
to show correct SOP's and revised
operating conditions.

Check lists and tests being combined
to reduce total number involved for
certification.

Some tests converted to multiple-
choice type and scoring machiae used
for correcting.

Some operators given job assignment to
study material and complete require-
ments for certification,.

Choice of some areas for certification
left to discretion of operator and
shift supervisor.

Test for promotion revised to include
only questions from areas operator is
certified in.
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Table 2, Training Problems Encountered

10.

Problem

Some test questions ambiguous or
difficult to understand.

Difficult to determine if operator
really qualified to operate process
after completing certification.

Test questions dealing with math,
chemistry, and instrumentation
should be closely job-related.

Specific rules needed for waiting
period before a test can be
repeated.

Need special line of progression
for operators assigned specific
duties on day shift.

Heed trainee classification until
helper certifies in one process
area and specialist classification
for senior operator certified in
all areas.

16, Provisions should exist to demote
operator not certified In several
process areas.

17. Operators with more seniority
opposed to oypass provision by
proaotion of newer operators*

18. Special lines of progression for
tome (boiler house operators and
some others) require less effort
for promotion than process opera-
tor*.

11-

12.

13.

14.

15.

Solution

Test questions reviewed by Union
Committee and questions reworded or .
deleted. Form provided with each test
for* operator to indicate poor ques-
tions.

Additional reliance placed on operating
experience and supervisor's recommen-
dation based on operator performance.

Tests revised to reflect actual pro-
cess conditions and only directly
related problems.

Waiting periods established before a
test that was previously failed can
be repeated.

New system being developed.

Not possible to resolve with present
Union contract.

Included in contract for new helpers
arriving at CPP after date of last
contract.

Mo action. This was previously agreed
upon as part of the promotion program.

Process operators must be familiar with
aany different plant operations to be
used effectively. Separate job classi-
fication nay be desirable. Not possible
to resolve with existing contract.


